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ReBuairtel to Dallas,and New Orleans 10/9/70. 

/ J New Orleans files reveal the following information 
relating {o ROBERT JAMES CM..: who is p/ubaLly identical to the 
RONNIE CURE mentioned in rc_jairtel: 
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ID regard to tho fingerprint on a leaflet OSWALD had 
distributed, which ia mentioned in referenced communication, 
the following observations are being set forth: 
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In paragraph five of WEISBEltG’a letter to Deputy 
Attorney General LLEINDIEuST dated S/15/70, rEir??T.G indicates 
that OSWALD picketed the carrier "rasp" and indicated that 
during this picketing OSWALD distributed leaflets. The FBI 
obtained n copy of the leaflet and identified a fingerprint on 
it as not being OSWALD'S. 

Investigation relating to this incident was conducted, 
and the results set forth in New Orleans LilM 7/22/64. 

This investigation revealed that a member of the 
New Orleans Harbor Police had observed an unknown individual 
distributing leaflets about Cuba on tho New Orleans river 
front near where the carrier "USS Wasp" was berthed during 
June 1963. This patrolman was requested by a naval officer 
aboard the ship to contact the unknov/n individual and request 
him to stop distributing the leaflets. Tho harbor patrolman 
obtained a couple of tho leaflets from this individual and 
felt sure that this person wa3 LEE HARVEY OSWALD and he based 
this identification on the fact that ho had observed OSWALD on 
television and his photographs in the newspapers. 

Those two leaflets were submitted to the Latent 
Fingerprint Section of the Identification Division by New 
Orleans airtel 7/2S/G4. By airtel to New Orleans dated 7/31/64 
tho Bureau advised that one latent fingerprint had been 
developed on each of the leaflets submitted; however, the two 
latent fingerprints were not identical with the fingerprints 
Of LEE HARVEY OSWALD. 
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